Annual Small Boat Evaluations (ASBE) are inspections conducted by Vessel Operations Coordinators (VOC), Commanding Officers (CO), or their designee(s) using the approved ASBE outline and checklist.

The ASBE checklist has been condensed from the detailed ASBE outline for ease of use in the field. Evaluators shall use the checklists during the inspection, and shall refer to the outline for additional details as needed. Evaluators are responsible for all information contained within the ASBE outline.

ASBEs are required annually.


Some items may not apply to all boats. Evaluators are responsible for determining applicable items. Consult the SBSPM for equipment carriage requirements. Installed equipment in excess of requirements must be maintained to inspection standards.

Completed evaluation checklists, reports, and records of findings and recommendations shall be signed by the evaluator or surveyor, and signed and retained by the VOC with a copy forwarded to and signed by the Line Office Small Boat Officer (LOSBO). Notification of the evaluation will be reported to the NOAA Small Boat Program (SBP) Coordinator. Reports shall be generated when numerous or significant deficiencies are noted, and then forwarded to the SBP Inspection Coordinator via the SBP Coordinator.

Reporting can be done through the Small Boat Program website: http://www.sbp.noaa.gov/resources/inspection.html.

The SBP Inspection Coordinator (206-553-7916, darel.s.mccormick@noaa.gov) is available for additional guidance.

---

**Task 1 – Required Documentation**

**Class A, I, and II**

1.1 Records of previous inspections

1.2 Stability log

1. Lists maximum capacity of the boat and the weight of typical equipment used for each mission

2. Record of equipment installations and associated effect on stability.

1.3 Risk assessment

1. IAW SBSPM Section 1.06.b, “Annual Risk Assessment,” and Section 6.01.c, “Operational Risk Assessment”

1.4 Operator’s Manual

1. IAW SBSPM Section 1.06.c, “Small Boat Operations Manual”

1.5 Records of vessel drills and crew training

1.6 Records of crew training
1.7 Records of annual fire extinguisher servicing

Task 2 – Stability
Class A, I, and II

2.1 Vessel operating in compliance with SBSPM Appendix P, “Small Boat Stability Standard”

2.2 Boat with capacity placards operating within labeled capacity
   1. Boats of original military manufacture (e.g., USCG 41’ boats) may not have a placard
   2. Capacity placard must list maximum capacity of the boat in pounds (includes cargo, engines, fuel, gear, and personnel). If not provided by manufacturer, consult 33 CFR 183 Subpart C for maximum capacity determination guidelines.
   3. Combined weight of engine(s), fuel, installed equipment, cargo, gear, and personnel must not exceed maximum capacity.

Task 3 – Life Saving and Emergency Equipment
Class A, I, and II

3.1 Personal Floatation Devices
   1. Refer to the NOAA PFD Policy for carriage requirements, SBSPM Appendix L.
   2. Check straps, snaps, and fabric for signs of wear and deterioration.
   3. If CO₂ inflation type, check inflation mechanism and cylinder condition, status indicator, and expiry. Ensure spare cylinder(s) and arming kit are aboard. Bobbins and CO₂ cylinders shall be replaced according to manufacturer’s recommendations and Coast Guard requirements.
   4. If KAPOK type, check pliability.
   5. Each PFD must be fitted with approved whistle and PFD lights. If chemical type, check expiry. If battery type, check battery expiry, lens, and seal.
   6. Each PFD must have at least 31 square inches of retro-reflective material on front and back (when inflated for CO₂ PFDs).

3.2 Visual distress signals
   1. Appropriate number and type carried IAW SBSPM Appendix J, “Minimum Small Boat Safety Equipment.”
   2. Pyrotechnics shall be unexpired and stamped with date of manufacture, service life, and expiry.
   3. Pyrotechnics should be clean, dry, and in serviceable condition.
   4. Pyrotechnics shall be stowed in a portable, watertight container.
   5. Pyrotechnics must be USCG approved.

3.3 First Aid Kit
   1. Ensure first aid kit is adequate for type of operation and skill level of personnel expected to deliver aid.
   2. Contents in good order and not expired.
   3. Ensure “First Aid Kit” is stenciled on container.
   4. Ensure first aid kit is adequately stowed, visible, and readily available.

3.4 EPIRB/PEPIRB (option for Class A and I if working in protected waters or with EPIRB equipped support vessel, otherwise required for all classes)
   1. Check registration and battery expiry.
   2. Conduct operational test.
   3. Check hydrostatic release if mounted.
4. Check regular inspection logs.

3.5 Secondary means of communication as required: Cell or satellite phone
   1. Check battery and conduct operational test.

3.6 Emergency sound signal
   1. Ensure that an emergency sound signaling device (console horn, compressed air horn, etc.) is aboard and in good working condition.
   2. Sound signaling device should be capable of a 4-6 second blast audible for at least 0.5 nautical miles.

Class A and I only
3.7 Emergency oars/paddles
   1. One set in good working condition

Class I and II only
3.8 Ring buoy/cushion
   1. One 20” (for Class I) or 24” (for Class II) diameter ring buoy or buoyant cushion is required.
   2. Verify free of cracks and weathering.
   3. Vessel name stenciled on each.
   4. Ensure properly mounted in racks for easy deployment.

Task 4 – Fire Protection
Class A, I, and II
4.1 Portable extinguishers
   1. Appropriate number and type carried IAW SBSPM Appendix J, “Minimum Small Boat Safety Equipment.”
   2. Verify documentation of annual servicing, or check charge gauge and date of expiry.
      a) Document when new extinguisher goes into service
      b) Useful life for small, disposable, non-serviceable fire extinguishers is 6 years, after 6 years replace entire extinguisher.
   3. Ensure extinguisher contents are not solidified.
   4. Approved type properly secured in appropriate location.
   5. Cylinder corrosion free.
   6. Discharge hose is flexible with no signs of wear or deterioration.
   7. Discharge nozzle is intact.
   8. Hydro test dates are current: within 5 yrs for CO2, 12 yrs for dry chemical.

Class I and II only
4.2 Fixed system (if installed)
   1. Verify current service report.
   2. All cylinders and flexible loops are within hydro requirement.
   3. Diffusers are clear of obstructions.
   4. Verify alarms and indicators are functioning correctly and are visible and/or audible from operator station.
   5. If installed, the manual activator (cable pull, etc.) is labeled.
6. Operating instructions are posted.
7. Cylinder brackets are fixed and in good condition.
8. Cylinders are free of damage and corrosion.

4.3 Backfire flame arrestor and drip pan is installed on all gasoline engines (outboards excluded).

4.4 Fire hazards minimized
   1. Verify that no non-approved or unacceptable material has been used as a finish or covering in any space.
   2. Fire resistant furnishings, flame resistant draperies, and rugs or carpets of 100% wool or man-made fiber that is USCG Class A fire retardant.
   3. Remove excess combustibles and flammable materials
   4. General housekeeping and maintenance is kept up

4.5 Fuel tank vents (required on integral tanks)
   1. Vent line not holed or excessively corroded.
   2. Flame screen or flame arrester is clean, in good condition, and firmly attached to the vent. Flame screen is a single screen of corrosion resistant 30 by 30 wire mesh, or two screens of 20 by 20 wire mesh spaced between 0.5 and 1.5 inches apart.
   3. Adequate containment is available in case of vented fuel.

4.6 Ventilator ducts (2 required for every engine and fuel tank of decked over boats using fuels with a flashpoint <110°F. Boats of such construction also require a powered bilge exhaust blower which has an arc resistant motor wired independently of the ignition system)
   1. Ventilator ducts are fitted with cowls or equivalently protected, properly installed, and in good condition.
   2. Appropriate bilge blower is properly installed and in good operating condition.

Task 5 – Ventilation
Class II only
5.1 Adequate in all interior spaces
5.2 Water and other tank vents
   1. Vent line not holed or excessively corroded.
5.3 Carbon monoxide detectors (not required, 1 each or combination unit recommended on boats with enclosed personnel spaces)
   1. Test operate, replace batteries if required

Task 6 – Navigation and Electronic Equipment -
Class A, I, and II
6.1 VHF radio
   2. Test operation, conduct radio check

6.2 Navigation lights
   1. Verify that navigation lights are operable and installed in accordance with current edition of USCG Navigation Rules.
   2. Lights must be supplied by batteries with at least three hour capacity.

6.3 GPS
   1. Conduct operational test.
2. Check accuracy by comparing fix on the device to a charted location.

**Class I and II only**

6.4 Nautical charts
   1. Open boats
      a) One waterproof chart or chartlet covering the operations area is required.
   2. Enclosed boats
      a) One chart or chartlet covering the operations area is required.
   3. Ensure chart edition and corrections are current.

6.5 Magnetic compass
   1. Class I – one (1) handheld bearing compass, Class II – one (1) fixed mounted compass
   2. Class II - deviation card is current.
   3. In good operating condition.

**Class II only**

6.6 At least one fixed VHF radio has MMSI registration and integrated GPS

**Task 7 – Ground Tackle**

Class A, I (optional), and II (required) as per SBSPM Appendix J, “Minimum Small Boat Safety Equipment”

7.1 Anchor
   1. Inspect anchor and rode for damage and corrosion.
   2. Ensure anchor is adequate for boat; sized in accordance with industry standards or pertinent regulation.

7.2 Bits, chocks, cleats, fairleads, etc.
   1. Bits, chocks, cleats, fairleads, etc. are not excessively corroded or grooved.
   2. Cleat/bit horns are not missing, broken, or excessively grooved.
   3. Foundations are intact and sufficient.
   4. All guy wires are taut; wire rope is not wasted.

7.3 Ensure all anchor releasing and retrieval equipment is operable and in good working condition (line/chain, winch/davit or windlass foundation, stopper, brake).

7.4 Anchor winch or windlass should be tested to let out and retrieve chain.

7.5 Inspect chain locker, hawse pipes, and anchor platform.

**Task 8 – Hull, Deck, Fittings, Watertight Integrity**

Class A, I, and II

8.1 Scuppers, Free ports, etc
   1. Ensure self-bailers, scuppers, or free ports allow rapid clearing of water.
   2. Ensure they are free of debris.
   3. No modifications reduce required free port area.

8.2 Interior structure
   1. Visually inspect interior hull. Pay close attention to water line and bilge.
   2. Investigate any significant insets for internal damage.
   3. Check for wastage around overboard discharges.
   4. Visually examine accessible welds.
5. Examine beams, girders, interior keel attachments, and framing for fractured welds, fractures in structural members, wastage, excess corrosion, and distortion.

8.3 Deck fittings and equipment
1. Deck structures (storage boxes, etc.) in good condition.
2. Deck machinery (winches, A-frames, J-poles, other weight handling gear, net reels, etc.) properly mounted and in good operating condition.
3. J-poles, A-frames, winches, and other weight handling gear must be marked with safe working load (SWL) and a current weight test plate shall be mounted nearby.
4. Check hydraulic lines and fittings, electrical connections and wires, etc.
5. Verify guards are in place around rotating machinery.
6. Verify rails are free of corrosion and sharp edges or cracks, and are bolted or welded securely.

8.4 Metal hulls
1. Examine hull for corrosion, wastage, pitting, and fractured weld seams.
2. Examine cathodic protection system (sacrificial anodes, galvanic isolator, etc.) Rapid corrosion and/or more extensive corrosion in one area may indicate a cathodic protection problem. If necessary, conduct hull potential testing to determine cause.
3. Examine framing and stiffeners for fractured welds and separation from hull.
4. Note deformation and fractures.

8.5 RHIBs
1. Examine tube material for damage (deep scratches, gouges, punctures, etc.)
2. Examine patches (mechanical, adhesive) and other repairs for integrity.
3. Inflate tubes to manufacturer’s recommended PSI and check for pressure loss after adequate interval (several hours, length of typical work day, etc.).
4. Examine valve condition, operability, and integrity.
5. Inspected and tested IAW Vessel Inspection Bulletin 2-10

8.6 Fiberglass hulls
1. Examine fasteners for loose fit or wasted material.
2. Examine laminate material for delamination due to impact or water intrusion. Note fractures at corners, and around fasteners and machinery mounts.
3. Examine extent of blistering and moisture content.

Class I and II only

8.7 Hinged watertight doors
1. Ensure knife edges are intact and not warped or corroded and do not have excessive paint buildup.
2. Ensure gasket material is intact, continuous, and pliable.
3. Ensure door closes completely around entire perimeter and that gasket makes contact with knife edge (chalk test as necessary).
4. Examine hinges and hardware for condition, wear, fit, etc.
5. Ensure that all dogs are operable and that grease fittings work.
6. Check wedges on door frame for excessive wear and ensure adequate fit with dogs.

8.8 Watertight bulkheads
1. Examine all watertight bulkheads to ensure they are intact and watertight. Foam flotation (if required & installed) is not waterlogged.
2. Examine collision bulkhead ensuring it is intact and watertight.
3. Ensure electrical cable and piping penetrations maintain watertight integrity and are kept to a minimum.
4. Examine for signs of corrosion or deterioration.
5. If sealant is used in penetrations, it must be a non-flammable product designed for such use.

8.9 Deck openings and thru-hulls
1. Ensure all dogs are properly lubricated and operate freely.
2. Ensure all gaskets are in place and clean.
3. Ensure all knife edges are clean and free of nicks and paint.
4. Ensure hinges and bolts are in good condition.
5. Ensure dogging wedges are not excessively worn.
6. Ensure all hatches have retaining devices.
7. Examine and operate all thru-hulls.
8. Ensure electrical cable and piping penetrations maintain watertight integrity and are kept to a minimum.
9. If sealant is used in penetrations, it must be a non-flammable product designed for such use.

8.10 Windows
1. Ensure all opening/closing mechanisms operate freely and all parts are in good condition
2. Ensure all windows are weather tight. Ensure gasket and/or grout material is in good condition.

8.11 Keel bolts, transducers, grounding plate, stabilizers
1. Inspect for condition and note deficiencies

Class II only

8.12 Remote Valves & Controls
1. Verify operation of all remote fuel shutoff valves. Ensure markings are legible and unobstructed.
2. Ensure all valves are adequately lubricated and operate freely.
3. Operate each reach rod and other manual remote control mechanisms to ensure proper function.
4. Verify each power operated valve operates properly from control station.

Task 9 – Accommodation Spaces and Equipment

Class I and II only

9.1 Heaters
1. Verify installation will not come in contact with combustible materials, and is otherwise properly installed.
2. Verify heaters have a thermal cutout.
3. Verify heater elements are enclosed type and element case is corrosion resistant.
4. Verify equipment is in good working order.
5. Verify equipment has sufficient capacity.

9.2 Air conditioners
1. Verify equipment is properly installed and in good working order.
2. Verify equipment has sufficient capacity.
3. Ensure all insulation is intact and is of adequate thickness.
Class II only
9.3 Common and berthing spaces
   1. Examine general condition
   2. Constructed of approved materials.
   3. Ensure adequate ventilation.
9.4 Food preparation and storage
   1. Cabinets and drawers have locking devices to prevent accidental opening.
   2. Verify grills have a means to collect grease.
   3. Verify grab rails are sufficient.
   4. Verify sea rails are secure on cooking surfaces to prevent spillage.
   5. Verify general cleanliness.
   6. Verify equipment is in good working order. Inspect housing, electrical cords, door
      seals, air filters, drip pans, etc.

Task 10 – Marine Sanitation
Class A, I, and II (if installed)
10.1 Toilet facilities
    1. Check proper operation.
    2. Spaces are sanitary.
10.2 Verify manufactures nameplate posted on device.
10.3 Verify the device has a placard containing the operating instructions, safety precautions and
    warnings pertinent to the device.
10.4 Verify operation of chemical level indicator. Verify operation of sewage level indicator if
    device is designed as a sewage retention device.
10.5 Verify momentary loss of power does not allow discharge.
10.6 Verify vents are free and open.
10.7 Inspect system for proper installation, all components in good repair.

Task 11 – Outboard Engines
Class A, I, and II (if installed)
11.1 Inspect general engine condition, note damage, excessive oil, dirt, and corrosion.
11.2 Inspect all belts and filters. Filters should be replaced according to manufacturer’s
    guidelines, or more frequently if needed, but at least annually. Filters should be marked with date
    of installation.
11.3 Check engine oil levels and condition.
11.4 Inspect propeller and lower unit for damage.
11.5 Engine horsepower must not exceed maximum on capacity plate.
11.6 Throttle control has noticeable detent when shifted into neutral. Engines are protected
    from starting in gear. Engine kill switch and lanyards in place
11.7 Conduct successful operational test of propulsion system in forward and reverse gears
    across full operating range.
11.8 All engine controls, gauges, indicators, and alarms operate normally.

Task 12 – Inboard Engines
Class I and II (if installed)
12.1 Inspect general engine condition, note damage, excessive oil, dirt, and corrosion.
12.2 Inspect all belts and filters. Filters should be replaced according to manufacturer’s
guidelines, or more frequently if needed, but at least annually. Filters should be marked with date
of installation.
12.3 Check level and condition of engine oil. Test if necessary.
12.4 Check level and condition of hydraulic oil. Test if necessary.
12.5 Examine cooling system components, piping, hoses, clamps, fittings, belts, pulleys, etc.
12.6 Check coolant level, ensure proper coolant mixture. Test if necessary.
12.7 Inspect exhaust system for corrosion, leaks, wasted gaskets, loose, saturated, or missing
lagging, and proximity to combustible materials, overheating adjacent structures, and potential
personnel injury in the event of accidental contact.
12.8 Examine all fuel supply and return piping, fittings and hoses for leaks and signs of chafing.
12.9 Examine engine foundation and mounting for signs of fatigue, stress, fractures, flexing
while operating, indication of misalignment, and unusual noise and vibration.
12.10 Examine engine air intakes to ensure that devices are installed to prevent the entrance of
harmful foreign materials and the device is in good repair. Ensure crankcase vents are clear and
that the accumulation of oil and vapors are contained and removed.
12.11 Ensure all personnel safety devices (guards, rails, spray shields, insulation) are in place
and properly maintained, secured in the correct location and labeled, stenciled, or color coded as
required.
12.12 Ensure starting system wiring is properly supported, protected from chafing, routed away
from moving machinery, positive terminals/connections are booted.
12.13 Check all seacocks and strainers. Free from obstructions, no leaks, valves operable.
12.14 Check level and condition of transmission fluid.
12.15 All engine controls, gauges, indicators, and alarms operate normally.
12.16 Test each remote fuel shutoff valve and ensure proper operation.
12.17 Test means of emergency engine shut down.

For Inboard/Outboard engines and drives (including jet drives)
12.18 Inspect propeller and lower unit for damage. Inspect boot for cracks. If jet drive, inspect
jet(s), bucket(s), and all mechanisms for damage, leaks, range of motion.

For straight inboard engines and drives
12.19 Examine propulsion shaft for cracks and wear. Inspect shaft seals/stuffing box.

For all inboard engines
12.20 Conduct successful operational test of propulsion system in all forward and reverse gears
across full operating range.

Task 13 – Fuel System
Class A, I, and II
13.1 Examine condition of fuel tanks, piping, fittings, hoses and support braces.
13.2 All flexible nonmetallic hoses are of suitable type and double clamped on fuel fill hose
IAW ABYC H-24, H-32 standards.
13.3 Ensure method of determining the amount of fuel in each tank is appropriate.
13.4 Examine all vents and valves for obstructions and ensure proper operation.
13.5 Check non-engine fuel filters. Filters should be replaced according to manufacturer’s
guidelines, or more frequently if needed, but at least annually. Filters should be marked with date
of installation.
13.6 For integral tanks, ensure all fuel tanks and fill pipes are electrically bonded to a common ground.

**Task 14 – Steering System**

**Class A, I and II**
14.1 Verify all foundations and all equipment mounting bolts are intact and secured properly.
14.2 Inspect control linkages, linkage pins, and ram guides for wear.
14.3 Examine feedback devices, differential units, or other components that may cause single point failure and make sure they are in good condition.
14.4 Ensure that all vital connections, pins, couplings and control linkages have securing devices, such as cotter pins or double-nut locking arrangements, to prevent loosening from heavy vibration.

**Class I and II only**
14.5 Check piping systems and attachments, equipment securing brackets, protective guards, wire runs and cages, and other items prone to corrosion and vibration fatigue.

**Class II only**
14.6 Verify emergency steering procedures and steering transfer diagrams are posted, clear, and correct.
14.7 Inspect the rudder stock, bearing, and support for undue wear and leakage of water through the rudder post packing or vent ducts.
14.8 Inspect the insides of motor controller and switch gear boxes for general condition/ safe wiring practice, loose connections and any signs of corrosion, excessive condensation or electrical arcing.
14.9 Inspect pumps and motors by hand rotating each motor and pump assembly, being alert for unusual noise, binding or a feeling of roughness during rotation. Couplings should be examined for excessive play and evidence of grease slinging. Check motor ventilation openings for cleanliness.
14.10 Ensure all hydraulic hoses and connections are intact and the oil reservoir is properly filled.

**Task 15 – Bilge System**

**Class I and II only**
15.1 Ensure all standing water drains to bilge suction pipes.
15.2 If the bilge system is equipped with strainers adequate means shall be made to ensure the strainers are unobstructed and in good condition.
15.3 Ensure bilge pumps are installed in bilges with thru-hull openings below the waterline or in compartments with non-watertight decks.
15.4 Bilge pumps are installed IAW ABYC H-22 standards.
15.5 Any remote reach rods controlling the bilge system should be operated and to ensure they are connected to the appropriate valve.
15.6 If installed, check oil/water separator filter. Filters should be replaced according to manufacturer’s guidelines, or more frequently if needed, but at least annually. Filters should be marked with date of installation.
15.7 Test all bilge level alarms and float switches to make sure they operate properly.
15.8 Test operate bilge blowers if installed (required in gasoline engine boats with closed compartments).
Class II only
15.9 Ensure that there are independent valves for each watertight compartment and they are easily accessible and operable and clearly marked for which compartment they control.

Task 16 – Potable Water System
Class II only
16.1 Verify the entire system is operable and in good repair.
16.2 Ensure a designated potable water hose is available for filling tanks. If the hose is not stored in a cabinet the ends should be capped. Ensure the potable water filling hose is clearly marked “POTABLE WATER”.
16.3 Ensure vents to potable water tanks are in non contaminated area or contaminants are not stored next to vents. The vent should be screened with #16 mesh or finer corrosion resistant wire.
16.4 Potable water tanks shall be designated and clearly marked. These tanks should be treated or coated to assist in the protection of the water. Ensure the pressure in the system is not above the maximum allowable water pressure of the tank or the system. Press-on air fittings should not be permanently attached to the tank.
16.5 Ensure the water pump and pressurization system is operable and in good repair.
16.6 Ensure housekeeping is adequate around all components of the potable water system, including sinks and showers.

Task 17 – Electrical System
Class A, I, and II
17.1 Examine all cables and wires for signs of mechanical damage, jury rigs, dead end cables, splices, excess heat (melting, discoloration, charring, etc.), etc.
17.2 Examine cable and wire supports for corrosion or deterioration; supports should not cause chafing or other damage to the cable or wire.
17.3 Ensure portable cables and wires are used in appropriate situations and are not used in permanent applications.
17.4 Examine shore power connection and cable for mechanical damage, evidence of excess heat (melting, discoloration, charring, etc.) and corrosion.
17.5 A general overview of physical condition should be given to all switchboards, junction boxes, invertors, and panels. Examine source selector switches, breakers, and fuses.
17.6 Ensure proper labeling of all switches, breakers, fuses.
17.7 Over current devices should be clearly and accurately identified.
17.8 Ensure each distribution point is adequately ventilated and protected from dripping or splashing water.
17.9 All instrumentation (meters) should be in good working order and calibrated.
17.10 All controls and meters should be clearly and accurately identified.
17.11 Inspect battery condition, note physical damage, corrosion, etc.
17.12 Verify connections to battery terminals are secure, covered, and of the permanent type.
17.13 Examine battery trays to ensure serviceability. Verify lining or construction is of a material that is resistant to damage by electrolyte.
17.14 Verify ventilation is sufficient to dissipate the gases generated during charging.
17.15 Examine charging system, inverters, and all other system components.
Class I and II only
17.16 Drip shields should be present and in good physical condition.
17.17 Lighting system
   1. Ensure each lighting fixture globe, lens or diffuser has a guard or is made of high
      strength material except in a location where it is not subject to damage.
   2. Ensure each lighting fixture is not being used as a connection box for a circuit other
      than the branch circuit supplying the fixture.
17.18 Ensure outlets are properly grounded and covered.

Task 18 – Generator
Class I and II only (if installed)
18.1 Inspect general condition, note damage, excessive oil, dirt, and corrosion.
18.2 Inspect all belts and filters. Filters should be replaced according to manufacturer’s
    guidelines, or more frequently if needed, but at least annually. Filters should be marked with date
    of installation.
18.3 Inspect exhaust system for corrosion, leaks, wasted gaskets, loose, saturated, or missing
    lagging, and proximity to combustible materials, overheating adjacent structures, and potential
    personnel injury in the event of accidental contact.
18.4 Ensure generator is adequately ventilated and as dry as possible.
18.5 Check level and condition of oil. Test if necessary.
18.6 Examine cooling system components, piping, hoses, clamps, fittings, belts, pulleys, etc.
    Check coolant level, ensure proper coolant mixture. Test if necessary.
18.7 Verify the operation of the voltmeter and ammeter for each generator rated at 50 volts or
    more.
18.8 Verify the operation of the frequency measuring device for each AC generator.
18.9 Verify each generator is protected by an over current device with a set value not exceeding
    115% of full load rating.

Task 19 – Markings
Class A, I, and II
19.1 Boat is marked in accordance with Small Boat Standards and Procedures Manual, Section
    14, Appendix O.

Task 20 – Validation
Class A, I, and II
20.1 Evaluator’s name, signature, and date of ASBE inspection (if designated by VOC/CO).
20.2 Vessel Operations Coordinator or NOAA Ship Commanding Officer’s name, signature,
    and date.
20.3 Line Office Small Boat Officer’s name, signature, and date.
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